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Welcome! 
 

At Change in Practice, our focus is helping you and your organisation land the
benefits of the changes needed so you can continue to succeed.  We know what
it takes to lead and land better change. 

We design practical solutions for real-life change.

In this guide, we will focus on the core element of  our 5 Steps: 'Setting your
heading’ – being clear on your purpose, where you are heading and why.
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Being clear on what the change IS and is NOT, the steps or chunks of work that
need to be done along the way and the rough timeline helps people get their
head around it more quickly. They can make the decision to participate or not
and the steps they can take to contribute or prepare. 

And that includes the project team and the Sponsor. 

Clarifying the purpose is best done as soon as possible but often happens in
the middle of things as we realise we have missed this vital step. A clear
purpose or end-state is what can inspire, align and keep you going when things
get tricky. It can be celebrated when we get there safely. 

And, most importantly, when we achieve it, it helps create different muscle in
the team or organisation, undoing years of scar-tissue that has told us we are
not good at landing change well with our people. 

Nailing your purpose early shines a light on what this change is, what it will
take to achieve it and whether we are ready to do that. 

Why nailing your purpose matters 

We have all seen changes that seemed
to start in the middle – send everyone
to training and hope for the best.
Hoping things work out is not a helpful
or successful change strategy. Knowing
where you are heading is the first step
to improving your likelihood of success,
no matter which approach or
methodology you are using to manage
the initiative and no matter whether it
is waterfall or agile change.
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There are lots of approaches to mapping your purpose and the rest of your
change. One of our favourites is Prosci’s 4Ps (Project name, Purpose,
Particulars, People). 
 
We found when we work with clients to complete the 4Ps, they often struggle
with ‘purpose’ – it is more than what may be written in the project scope or
problem statement and needs to include not only the ‘thing’ that is being built
or changed but what it has to look like in use – imagine we are in the end-
state - what will it look like on the ground? What behaviour or activity has
changed to deliver our goal?
 
Starting with a blank piece of paper is tricky so we created a thinking process
to help prime the pump, so to speak. 

 

The model we use in our practice is

Change in Practice’s

‘Climbing Your Change Everest’ model 
and this guide will step you through it.

Where do you start ?
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This free Ebook introduces the model.  You can use it to lead a discussion with
your Sponsor, project or Agile team.
 
The aim is to expand the thinking and build a common and aligned
understanding of the purpose. Don’t miss that opportunity!

How to use this guide
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‘Climbing Your Change Everest’ model

Armed with a great idea or a scoped project or initiative, it’s
easy to fall into getting on with the activity needed to achieve
it. We think ‘we know how to do this – we’ve done it this way
before’ or ‘time is ticking – let’s go!’.  
 
Imagine your project or initiative is Everest and flag on the
summit is the goal or outcome you need.

What IS our Everest for this change initiative?
Why is this ‘Everest’ important? 
Why now? Is now the best/right time?
What gear will we need?
Who has to climb this and how far?

Now think about the ‘let’s go’ approach to conquering the
summit. You wouldn’t dream of it – it puts your people and the
outcome at unnecessary risk. 
 
It also adds to the scar tissue we talked about earlier and adds
yet another failed or mediocre change to our history. 
 
We know climbing Everest it takes commitment, careful
planning and preparation. 
 
We can do that more effectively for your Everest by asking
some smart questions:
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‘Climbing Your Change Everest’ model

Be realistic about the timeframe
Map the deliverables needed at each Base Camp
Consider the skills and resources we need to achieve each
Base Camp including people, gear, funding, decisions, KPIs
and environmental markers 
Test and innovate along the way and gauge what to keep
and where we may need to change plan or track
See progress to our purpose and even test that the purpose
(or ‘flag’) is the right one for us now. Has it changed? Is it
still important? Is it still achievable?
Make decisions about whether to continue or not
Find different, safer routes to the top and factor that into
our decisions, planning, resources and outcomes
Reduce the risk to our people, customers, stakeholders
Communicate wins along the way or what we are
doing/learning from our current status
Build a different history about our change fitness

Part of the planning to climb Everest is thinking about the
phases or steps we are going to have to work through or
achieve along the way. 

These are the Base Camps. They aren’t always as neat as the
image here but they are a critical part of achieving the summit.
They help: 
 

 
For your change, the Base Camps may be phases, sprints,
phase gates, funding reviews or tranches. 
 
If we are not clear on the Base Camps, we run the risk of
heading off to climb Everest poorly prepared and then likely
surprised when we don’t get there.
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‘Climbing Your Change Everest’ model

Once you have thought about the Base Camps for your project
or change initiative, you need to work out where you are right
now. 
 
You may be starting off on this change or you may be already
half-way up Everest! It is never too late to take stock or apply
this model to your change. 
 
Taking stock helps you go backwards to go forward – what
steps or planning have helped us get to where we are and what
have we missed that will help us go forward? DO we want to
go forward?
 
Insights from this step can help save us time and effort in
the long run and improve our chance of success. 
 
What adjustments do we need to make to timeframes, solution,
resources, messages to safely reach the summit?
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 the purpose to be achieved (the flag on top of your Everest)
where you are in its lifecycle (base camps)
who needs to be involved and where you are in the process

The outcomes of the applying the model are more clarity and alignment on:

 
And that can plug into your current process for defining the change initiative and creates a
language to use to help build a sound and successful ascent. 
 
Of course, you may need to consider one more aspect of your project or change initiative –
how does it fit into the program of work you may be undertaking?



‘Climbing Your Change Everest’ model

You may feel that you are actually attempting to climb several
Everests at once. Without seeing how they all fit together and
what each one will take, we add more unnecessary risk to our
people, customers, community and stakeholders. We also
decrease the chance of success. 
 
You can apply this model to each element of the program of
work or different sites or stages to make sure the over-arching
outcome is achieved.
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learn more about what you are trying to achieve
understand where you are no
outline the options to gain traction

To find out more about our 5 steps and how we can help achieve your change, 
apply for a 45-60mins complimentary discovery call where we will:

 

The ‘Climbing Your Change Everest’ model we have applied in this guide is one
part of our 5 steps to helping you achieve your change.

Like some more help?
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Click to apply for an obligation-free discovery call.

Ready to take it further?
Purchase "Nailing Your Change Purpose Coaching Session" which includes a
Step-by-step Workbook to use for your real life change.

Buy Nailing Your Change Purpose Coaching Session



HOW WE WORK AND WHO WE ARE
 

Our Approach 
Our team members are resilient, experienced and seasoned practitioners, coaches and senior
leaders. We work quickly to understand your challenges and opportunities and craft a cost-
effective strategy that factors in your timeframe, outcomes, team, capacity, culture,
geography, history of change, appetite, budget and readiness. We can provide a short-term
or long-term view.

We are methodology agnostic and can work with a range of frameworks and methodologies
or your existing models or can recommend a best-fit option. We have deep expertise in
making the most of your investment in Prosci’s methodology and tools. 

We look for ways to build change muscle within your organisation. We leave your team
members and ultimately your organisation armed with the skills and tools to continue
landing current and future change projects. We have a wide range of approaches and tools
and we will use what is most effective for you.

That may be a combination of our range of ready-to-go products and services or it
may need something designed especially for your organisation.

Introducing Vicky Emery, Managing Director
I have worked in the change field for over 25 years.
My focus is working with clients to quickly
understand the challenges and opportunities of
change initiatives, devising a change strategy and
working with their people to be ready, willing and
able to adopt and sustain the change. I have worked
with organisations over many years to devise their
Enterprise Change Management strategy to improve
their change maturity and attain higher adoption and
benefit realisation.

About us
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As a senior leader, senior advisor and change practitioner, my clients are from sectors
including professional services, banking and finance, mining, science and technology,
telecommunications, Federal, State and Local Government, not-for-profit, utilities, tertiary
education, aviation and aged care in the Asia Pacific region.



Team Management Systems
Human Synergistics LSI, GSI, OCI, OEI and CSS
Myers Brigg Type Indicator
Discovery Learning – Change Styles Indicator, Change Navigator
I4 NeuroLeader 360 degree assessment
Prosci Certified Practitioner
Prosci Advanced Instructor
Human Centred Design and Design thinking

I am a Prosci Certified Practitioner and Advanced Instructor and have been using Prosci’s
Enterprise Management tools for over 12 years. I have qualifications in Education, Science,
Change Management, Benefit Realisation and coaching. I am accredited in the following
tools:

I am a member of the Change Management Institute (CMI), Association of Change
Management Professionals (ACMP), Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD)
and the International Coaching Federation (ICF).

Working with clients to land and sustain results
I have been facilitating groups for over 25 years and have developed an energetic, engaging
and confident approach, working with groups to achieve learning outcomes and real-life
application. I believe in sharing real-life examples with my clients and have a passion for
getting into the real-life change activities, conversations and planning to get the best
outcome for the organisation and its people.

I have worked on most 'types' of change, including technology rollouts, organisational
transformation, digital transformation, cultural transformation, relocations and reshoring,
culture shifts, process change and new product deployment, building Enterprise Change
Management capability and maturity - looking at how we can best achieve the behaviours
and mindset shifts needed to land and sustain the results.

 

Find out more on our website - www.changeinpractice.com.au

Working with clients to land and sustain results
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Connect on LinkedIn


